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Construction of a Markov Field on an infinite Tree 
AUREL SPXTARU 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A very special case of a Markov field on an infinite tree, namely a 
two-state Markov field determined by a 2 x 2 stochastic matrix, was first 
studied by Preston [S, pp. 9771053. The use of the tree graph was 
suggested to Preston by Spitzer who made further study of such a special 
Markov field [6]. The model was later considered by Moore and Snell [4] 
who described the Markov field as a two-type branching process. In 
connection with this, see also [ 1, pp. 9991121. 
The purpose of this paper is to construct a Markov held on an infinite 
tree under full general assumptions. To do this, we need several proposi- 
tions about Markov triples, which are collected in Section 3. We devote 
Section 2 to general notations and definitions concerning trees. We apply 
the main results of Section 4 to introduce the notion of a GaltonWatson 
field in Section 5. Here we exhibit a sequence of random variables ( Yn),Iso 
which is involved in the extinction of the GaltonWatson field, and we give 
a sufficient condition for ( Y,,)na 0 to be an ordinary nonhomogeneous 
Galton-Watson process. We use the term random field for a family of 
random variables rather than for the underlying probability measure. 
2. GENERAL NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
We consider a graph G = (T, E), where T is the set of vertices of the 
graph, and E is the set of edges of the graph. We do not allow G to have 
any multiple edges or loops. We say that s, t E T are neighbours if there is 
an edge connecting them. For the sake of brevity, we write s ++ t if s and 
t are neighbours. If r r, . . . . t,, E T, then I 1, . . . . t,, is called a path from t, to t, 
if tit, t,+, for 1 < i < n - 1. We assume that given s # t E T, there exists a 
unique path s = t,, . . . . t, = t from s to t with t,, . . . . t,, distinct. We call (T, E) 
a tree. When confusion seems impossible we shall write simply T instead of 
(T, E). Throughout the paper we assume that T is infinite. 
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We choose a vertex in T and call it the root of the tree. The root of T 
will be denoted by 0. It forms ,the 0th level L,, and we write L, = (0). 
Then we define inductively a sequence (L,),, 1 of disjoint subsets of T, 
called levels of T, as follows. Set L, = (t E T: t ++ 0). If L,, . . . . L, have 
been defined, we put L,, I = (JET-L,_,:t++s for some s~L,,j. Thus 
T= Unao L,. For t E T, let N, denote the set of all vertices which are 
neighbours oft. For tEL,, let C,= {sEL,,]: t-s}; thus 
N,=C,=L,. (1) 
We assume that each C, is countable (possibly empty). For n > 1 and 
JEL,, we shall denote by t, the unique vertex in L, _, such that s ++ t,T; 
thus 
We say that (T’, E’) is a subtree of (T, E) if T’ c T, E’c E, and (T’, E’) 
is a tree. When no specification is made, a subtree is considered as a sub- 
tree of (T, E). (T’, E’) may be finite or infinite according as T’ is finite or 
infinite. Let m = inf(n: T’ n L, # 01. Then T’n L, consists of a single 
vertex. We always choose this vertex as the root of T’. Then we may define 
the levels of T’ as in the preceding paragraph. The number of levels of T’ 
is called the height of T’. We abuse the above definition to consider each 
vertex t E T a subtree of height 1 with root t. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (Q, X, P) be a probability space, let 99 be a sub o-algebra of X, and 
let (Jf3,E, be a family of sub a-algebras of X indexed by some set I. 
A Dynkin system argument yields the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (Ju)rrsA be a partition of I. If &, ie I, are condi- 
tionally independent given (cig) 9, then V,EJO 4, a E A, are cig 9. 
Let X,, X2, X3 be sub a-algebras of X. We say that (4, Jr,, X,) is a 
Markov triple (Mt) if 
P(A(Xl v Xz)=P:AIXz) a.s. 
for any A E X,. Proposition 2 is a standard result [3, p. 171. 
PROPOSITION 2. (Xl, X,, Xx ) is a Mt iff X, and X3 are cig X2. 
The following three propositions will be needed to prove Theorem 2 
below. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let X, , ->y;. X,, X,, X5 be sub o-algebras of X suclz 
that (Vjr 1 3, &, Vf= ;+ 1 4) is a Mt for every i = 2,3,4. Then M:e have: 
(i) X,, X3, X5 are cig X2 v X,; 
(ii) (4 v ,x,, X2 v X,, x3) is a Mt. 
Proof. Let Ai E x, i = 1, 3, 5. By Proposition 2, we have 
P(A,IX,vsT,vX,)=P(A,IX,)=P(A,I~~v.~~) a.s. 
and so 
Similarly, we have 
(4) 
From (3) and (41, we get 
=W,l& v &)P(A,lX2 v X,)P(A,l& v -x,1 as. 
This proves (i). (ii) follows from (i), Proposition 1 and Proposition 2. 1 
PROPOSITION 4. Let gl, 9>;, gj;, CC%, be sub a-algebras of X such that 
(9,) 9Yz, 93 v 9d) is a Mt. Then (~9~) ?I? v $, CC&) is a Mt. 
Proof. For A E g,, we have 
PROPOSITION 5. Let Zl, .G$, ;rt;, .Y& be sub a-algebras of X such that 
(6, Yt;, JG v Z?) and (Z?, &, yt”4) are Mt’s. Then (z v X2, X3, X4) is 
a Mt. 
Proof: By Proposition 4, (ix, ;X, v Zj, PA) is a Mt. Thus, for A E Yd, 
we have 
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF A MARKOV FIELD 
For each t E T, let (X,, .c#,) be a measurable space. Let (X, IQZ) = 
KI,.TJf,~ OfET &,) be the product measurable space of the measurable 
spaces (X,, z$), f~ T. Since T= IJ,,ao L,, we may write 
and 
For n 3 0, put T,, = tJZ = o L,. In what follows we construct a probability 
measure P on d. 
Let P;,) be a probability on do. Further, for n > 0 and 1~ L,, , , let 
P,: (n,, 7; X,) x dI + [0, 11 be a function such that P,(x, .) is a probabil- 
ity on J$$ for each x E n, E r, X,, and P,( ., A ) is ( 0, E T, .d,)-measurable for 
each AEON. Then define PL,+,: (n,,,X,)x (@ltLnt, d,)+ [O, 11 by 
where CL L,+, P,(x, . ) is the product probability of the probabilities 
P,(x, .), IE L,, ,. Thus P,“+,(x, .) is a probability on @lEL,+, 4 for each 
x E ni, T, X,. A Dynkin system argument shows that P,, ,( -. A) is 
(Ore?-, &,)-measurable for each A E @ ,t Ln+, &[. Taking into account (5) 
and (6), the sequence (PL,)n 3,, determines a probability P on d by the 
IonescuTulcea theorem [2, p. 1381. For n 20, PI,,, . . . . P, determines a 
probability P’“‘on @ ,E *, k&, by the same theorem. Moreover, 
(7) 
where rr, stands for the projection of X onto n,, T, X,. 
For each t E T, let Z, denote the projection of X onto X,. The remainder 
of this section, culminating with Theorem 2, is devoted to the study of the 
random field (Z,),,, under the assumption (8). 
Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that 
P,(x, A) = P,(,y,,, A), XE j-J x,, A~d[al,. (8) 
r E T ,  
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It will be convenient to consider a subtree T’ having root 0 and at least 
n + 2 levels, say Lb, L;, . . . . L:,, Lk + ,. Set T:, = ui =o Lh. Define 
p,~+,:(n16~“nXf)x(O,FL,,,,,c3;)~CO,11 by 
P,;,+,(x, A’) = 
! 
@ P,(x, ) (A’). 
> (9) ‘EL;,+, 
Then (8) implies that 
Now let A’E @,,Ln+,c4 and B’E@,~~;,,.~,, and put A = 
AWL,,+,-L;,+, X,) and B= B’x (n,,., r;, A’,). By virtue of (7), (9), 
and (lo), we have 
= Pr”+‘l(B x A) = i PL,+,(x, A) dP’“‘(x) 
For B”E BIEL;< 4, ( 11) yields also 
Combining ( 11) and ( 12) we obtain 
P(G),,,;,+, EA’I (z,),.rb)=P((Z,),,,~+,~A’l GA,,;,) 
= p,~a+,i(z.s)s.LA~ A’) a.s. (13) 
This shows that 
(a(Z,, TV T:,+,), a(Z,. [EL:,), g(Z,, ?E T’- T:,)) is a Mt. (14) 
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For ~EL;+~, let A, E JZJ. Arguing as before, we find also that 
W,-UG),..; I= P(Z,E A,1 Z,,) = PAZ,,, A,) a.s. (15) 
Therefore, in view of (13) (8) and (15), we have 
= PLA+, (as~L,~ n A,) = n PAZ,,, A,) 
1eLA-I /EL,, 
= n P(Z,EA,IZ,,) a.s. 
‘tL,+, 
(16) 
Besides being interesting in its own right, the following theorem is 
needed for the proof of Theorem 2. For TV T and A,E JS!,, denote 
B, = (Z, E A,). 
THEOREM 1. Fix r E L,, let r,, . . . . rk E C,, let rk+ , , . . . . r,E L, - {r}, 
and let T(,, be a subtree with root r, for each 1 < i6 u. Then 
dz,, t E T(,,), . . . . G,, fE Tck,), 4-G fEU,Uzk+, T,,,) are c&z,. 
ProoJ Clearly, it suffices to show that 
whenever T’ is a finite subtree with root ri for each 1 d i< u. Let m, be 
the height of T’, 1 < i < u. We will prove (17) by induction on 
h:=(Vf=,lrr,)v((V/U=k+,m,)-l). IfVf=,m,=V,“=,+,mj=l+ then, by 
(16), we have 
i.e., (17). Further, assume that Vf=, m, = 1 and V,U=,+ , ml = 2. For 
k+ 1 qj<u, let Lj= Tj- (r,). Then, by (16), we have 
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= i 
= ,fjl P(Br,I ZJ) i 
=(,fJ PWZ)) p( ,cb+I (,p)izJ a.s., 
i.e., (17). Thus we have proved ( 17) for h = 1. Now we assume that 
(17) holds in case h =m, i.e., we assume that the theorem is true if T,,, 
has at most m levels for 1 6 id k, and T(,, has at most m + 1 
levels for k + 1 <j < U. Then suppose that h = m + 1, and, without loss of 
generality, suppose that mi= m + 1 for 1 d i<p, while nz, 6 nz for 
p < i 6 k. For 1 d i 6p, let Lf+, and Lm+ , be the top but one level and the 
top level, respectively, of T’. Set Ti = T’ - Lm+ ,, 1 d i dp, and 
T’=(UP=, WW;=,+, r’). Without loss of generality, suppose that 
mi=m+2 for k+ldj<k+q, while nr,<m+l for k+q<j<u. For 
k+ 1 <j<k+q, let L/,+, and L’,,+? be the top but one level and the top 
level, respectively, of Tj. Set T!- = T’- L’,,,, k + 1 d j< k + q, and 
T”= (~}u(U~=f~+, T~)u(U~=~+~+, T-l). By virtue of (13) and (16), we 
have 
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Hence, we obtain 
x 
( 
ii ln,,n& 
/=k+y+ I ) 
= fiP 
( ( ;= 1 
J+, W~hd) h.&%)(,j+, h&) 
x(,$7, Q +Lr~L) 1$‘&,) 
mt2 
x 
( 
ii ll%r,B, as. 
j=k+y+l > 
Thus, on account of (18) and the inductive hypothesis, we have 
(18) 
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since, by (13) and (16), 
We are now prepared to prove the next theorem. 
THEOREM 2. (Z,),, 7 is a Markov,field, i.e., 
P(Z.s~AI(Z,),,r~r.,~)=P(Z,~AI(Z,),.N,) a.s. 
foranysETandAtz,cZs. 
(19) 
Proof: Case I. s = 0. 
Equation (19) follows at once from (14) and (1). 
Case IT. SE L,, with n 3 1, and C, = @. 
Denote X,=a(z,,t~T+,) if n>l, ={@,X} if n=l, X2= 
o(Z,, teL,,+,), X3=~(Z,, IEL,), &=o(Z,, t~L,,+r), and X5=o(Z,, TV 
T-T,,+,). Set 9, =X1 v ST,, $=X2 v X,, g3=a(Z,, teL,- (3)) if 
L,#{s), =(121,X} ifL,,=(sj, and ?YA = a(Z,). Then, on account of (14), 
Proposition 3, and Proposition 4, we get 
P(Zs~Al(Z,),,.-l,\l )=P(Z,EAJX~ v $ v X4) as. (20) 
For ~EC,<- is>, put sr=cr(Z,,t~{v)uC,). Also denote 
B=cJ Z,,te(L, .,uL,uL,,+,)- 
i ( 
(lJUC,> 
u i,,v,4~>~ 
Then 
(21) 
From Theorem 1 it follows that o(Z,,), .%,, r E C,$ - {s), and 2 are cig Z,7. 
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Consequently, in view of Proposition 1, o(Z,) and (V,, cISp IS) Br) v .$? are 
cig ZIS. Thus, by (20), (21) Proposition 2, and (2), we get 
=P(Z,EA l(Z,),.,J a.s. 
Case III. s E L, with n 3 1, and C,s # a. 
Notation is as in Case II. Further, denote -yi”; = (VreCiS- (S) a,) v LA?‘, 
z? = o(Z,J X3 = o(Z,), *d = o(Z,, t E C,), and X5 = (0, X}. Clearly, 
From Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 we see that q and %j v 2J are cig 
J’$. Hence (g , X2, X3 v X4) is a Mt. On the other hand, (14) and 
Proposition 2 show that (X2, X3, X4) is a Mt. Therefore, (% v X2, 
9&, X4) is a Mt by Proposition 5. Thus we may apply Proposition 3. From 
(20), (22), part (ii) of Proposition 3, and (2), we have 
a.s. 1 
5. THE GALTON-WATSON FIELD 
In the sequel we suppose that C, is a finite nonempty set for any t E T. 
We specialize the construction of Section 4, assuming that (X,, s&) = 
(Z,, g(Z+)), t E T, where 9(Z+) denotes the power set of Z,. For each 
tcT- {Oj, let r~=(t~l),cZ+ be a probability distribution on Z + , and 
denote f,(z) = cjaO ,p#, Iz/ d 1, the corresponding generating function 
(gf). Define Piol({l})=l. Further, for n>,O, IEL,,,, and (i,j)~Z:, 
define P,(i, {j}) = 6, if i = 0, = ,pr’ if i B 1, where 6, is Kronecker’s delta, 
and ,P*~ is the i-fold convolution of /p. In this case we call (Z,),, T a 
Galton-Watson field. This name is justified since, by (15), 
~(Z,=jlZ,,=~)=~,(~, {j>h (23) 
and so (Z,)n,o is a nonhomogeneous Galton-Watson process for any 
infinite path 0 = I,, 1, E L1, l2 E Lz, . (23) shows that 
as= I z,, = i) = U-AZ) )‘, lzl < 1. (24) 
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Of special interest in the study of the Galton-Watson field is the process 
(ynL>oY where Y, = C, c L, Z,, n > 0. Consider the sequence (f,n,(z))na i of 
gf’s defined by 
Then, by repeated application of Theorem 1, (14), and (24), we see that 
m yn) =f,n)(z ), n 2 1, I-?) 6 1. 
Let q be the limit of the nondecreasing sequence (f(,,(O)),, , Since 
P(Y,=O, Y,,,, #O)=O, n> 1, we have 
which is by definition the probability that the random field ever becomes 
extinct. 
In general (Y,),,, is not a Markov chain. A sufficient condition for 
(Yn)n>O to be a Markov chain is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. For n 3 0 and t E L,, suppose that n,, c, fi is independent of 
tl say lL~,fi=g,. Then (YnLao is a nonhomogeneous Galton- Watson 
process characterized by 
Proof. On account of ( 14), ( 16), Theorem 1, and (24), we have 
E(z yn+I IZ,=i,, tEL,, Yn-r=jn-I ,..., YO=jO) 
=E 
( 
n zxJtC~ZiJZz=ir, tEL ” E(z=‘& Z, = i,) 
[EL” > 
= ,; 
n 
= I4 G 1. 
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Therefore, denoting D = { Y, ~, = j,-, , . . . . Y, = j, >, we obtain 
&Yn+I I Y,=i, D)= c E(z’“+‘lZ,=i,, teL,, D) 
,Er~,&=i 
xP(Z,=i,, teL,. D)(P(Y,=i,D))-’ 
= k,(z))‘, )I( < 1. (25) 
A similar computation shows that 
Qyn+I I Y, = i) = (g,(z))‘, IZI < 1. t-26) 
Combining (25) and (26) we see that ( Y,,), a,, is a Markov chain. Then 
(26) completes the proof. [ 
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